
Scared Of Love

K Camp

Y'know what im saying, yea I got a lotta hoes yea I deal with a lot
(Y'know what I'm saying)
But sometimes nigga need a change
Fucking these hoes everyday this shit gettin tired man
Nigga need a female that's gon' (y'know what I'm saying)
Hold shit down, count the racks up, kick it with
Laugh with smoke with (Y'know what I'm saying)
I feel like I'm scared of that shit n ion know why

I cannot shake it, I cannot shake it
My heart ain't meant for breaking, ain't meant for breaking
I just can't trust these hoes, I'm just saying
She said you can have my heart, but you keep playing
But she don't know that I need that baby give me some feedback
You on your shit and I seen that
It's so hard to receive that 'cause I'm scared of love, scared to love

I don't know why all these hoes think I'm a hell of a guy (When I'm on the r

ise)
The way that I'm living I know it ain't right
But niggas get lonely, where is my homie
Where is my bestfriend, light up the kush by the bedstand
She said to meet me by the Westin
Staring at me while I'm texting
She see the rose emoji, I won't forget what you told me
Shawty you need to relax, that's just a chick that I met in the jet
Stop all that bitching and count up the jacksons
Shawty just want a reaction
What you gonna do when the racks come
Is you gonna leech or just add on
Need me a bitch who gon work it
Don't need a bitch that be hurting
Need me a bad queen, tryna do all the bad things

Shawty you slipping you had me
I know that you missing me badly

But guess what

I cannot shake it, I cannot shake it
My heart ain't meant for breaking, ain't meant for breaking
I just can't trust these hoes, I'm just saying
She said you can have my heart, but you keep playing
But she don't know that I need that baby give me some feedback
You on your shit and I seen that
It's so hard to receive that because I'm scared to love, scared to love

I don't know why all these hoes think I'm a hell of a guy
I'm on a rise
The way that I'm living I know it ain't right
But niggas get lonely, where is my homie
Where is my bestfriend, light up the kush by the bedstand
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